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રFૂઆત કરનાર:        Mrs. Sristi Patel, A.M.(Legal), TPL, Ahmedabad  
                            Mr. Randall Williams, Asstt.Manager, TPL, Ahmedabad. 
  
         :: રFૂઆત :: 

1.0. અરજદાર2, ટોર2Kટ પાવર Mલિમટ2ડ, Bરુતના Oાહક ફQરયાદ િનવારણ ફોરમની ફQરયાદ 
ન.ં૧૯/૨૦૧૯ અKવયે અપાયેલ તા.૨૫.૦૧.૨૦૧૯ ના Vકુમથી નારાજ થઈ અXે રYૂઆત કર2લ 
છે. \ રYૂઆતને આ કચેર7ના ક2સ ર]Nટર2 દાખલ કર7 ક2સ ન.ં૨૨/૨૦૧૯ થી ન_ધેલ છે. આ 
ક2સની Bનુવણી તા. ૧૧.૦૪.૨૦૧૯ તથા ૨૫.૦૪.૨૦૧૯ ના રોજ રાખવામા ંઆવેલ. 

2.0. Bનુવણી દર`યાન અરજદાર2 નીચે aજુબ રYૂઆત કર7. 
2.1. અરજદારના LMુતયાર Nી રાક8શભાઈ આર. મોદ@એ અિનવાયS સજંોગોને કારણે અપીલ 

કરવામા ંિવલબં થયેલ છે તેમ જણાવી સદર અપીલને સાભંળવા િવનતંી કર8લ છે.  

2.2. અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમલકતોમા ંહાલ સામાવાળા કંપનીનો વીજ Yરુવઠો ભા[ુઆત \ારા 

વાપરવામા ંઆવે છે. અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમ]કતોમા ંતા^કાWલક ધોરણે વીજ Yરુવઠો બધં 

કર@ મીટર પરત લઈ જવા બાબતોના કારણે Iયાનમા ંલઈ _કુમ કરવા િવનતંી કર@. ભા[આૂતે 

200 મ`હનાથી અરજદારને ભા[ ૂaકૂવેલ નથી. કોટS ઓડSરમા ં_કુમ થયેલ છે. 

2.3. ^યાર બાદ અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમલકત (50000952142) હાલ ટોર8;ટ પાવરના ફોd 

ક8સમા ં દંડ સ`હત વીજ Yરુવઠો બધં છે e અરજદારની માWલક@ની બીf િમલકત 

(500002933) માથંી ગેરકાયદ8સર જોડાણ કર@ વીજ Yરુવઠો મેળવી રહ8લ છે. હક@કતમા ં
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સામાવાળાની જવાબદાર@ છે ક8 અરજદાર \ારા Iયાન આપવાને બદલે તેઓએ gતે hથળ 

તપાસ કરાવી વi ુમા`હતી મેળવવી જોઈએ.  

2.4. અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમલકત (500002933) e સામાવાળાના કહ8વાતા રfhટર jાહક 

Nી ચાદંભાઈ અlmુ]લા માજંરા, e-તે Yરૂ8Yરૂા નામના દhતાવેf Yરુાવા હોવા જHર@ હોવાથી 

દhતાવેજ રFૂ કરાવવા િવનતંી કર@. 

2.5. સામાવાળા \ારા અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમલકતમા ં વીજ Yરુવઠો બધં નહn કરવાથી 

અરજદારને કોઈ જ સમhયા ક8 પર8શાની નથી, પરંo ુ ભિવpયમા ં ભા[ુઆત \ારા વીજ 

Yરુવઠામા ંજો કોઈ ફોd થાય ક8 ગેરકાયદ8સર qૃ^ય થાય તો sકુસાનીની ભરપાઈ કરવાની 

જવાબદાર@ સામાવાળાની રહ8શે. સવાલ અરજદારની `કtમતી િમલકતનો છે.  

2.6. અરજદાર8 તા.08.04.2019 ના રોજ લેWખતમા ંજણાવેલ ક8 તા.11.04.2019 ના રોજની 

vનુવણીમા ંઅિનવાયS સજંોગોને કારણે હાજર રહ@ શક8 તેમ નથી. vરુત મહાનગર પાWલકાના 

પાણી િવભાગ \ારા અરજદારની માWલક@ની િમલકતમા ંભા[ુઆત ગેરકાયદ8સર ર@તે પાણી 

Yરુવઠો વાપરતા હોવાsુ ંમાwમુ પડ8લ. તેવી જ ર@તે સામાવાળા વીજ કંપનીના વીજ 

જોડાણમા ંગેરકાયદ8સર qૃ^ય થાય તેની રાહ જોયા વગર વીજ જોડાણનો વીજ Yરુવઠો બધં 

કરવા િવનતંી કર@.       
3.0. Respondent has represented the case as under. 

3.1. As per the Regulation 2.64 of Notification No.2/2011 the 

representation to the Ombudsman may be made within a period of 

30 days after issue of order by Forum. The present appeal is filed 

beyond the period of limitation as the present appeal arises from the 

order passed by Forum on 25.01.2019. But, it is very clear that the 

present appeal is not filed within the requisite limitation period as 

it was filed on 25.03.2019 i.e. after an inordinate delay of 60 days, 

and for the same neither any application or explanation has been 

provided by the Appellant and hence the appeal should be dismissed 

on this ground.   

3.2. Appellant has already approached the Court of Hon’ble 6th 

Additional Civil Judge and 9th Additional Senior Civil judge at Surat 

vide RCS/103&104/2010 respectively for recovery of rent and 

possession of property which was allowed. But there is no disclosure 

of any Execution Application filed by Appellant or any Appeal filed 

in High Court of Gujarat by the Defendants in RCS/103&104/2010. 

Be that as it may, by virtue of Clause 2.30(i) of the GERC (CGRF & 
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Ombudsman Regulations, 2011), this Appeal cannot be entertained 

as the matter is sub judice.  

3.3. Appellant does not fall within the definition of ‘complainant’ as 

envisaged in the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum and 

Ombudsman Regulation (Notification 2/2011) (for the sake of 

brevity, hereinafter referred to as “Regulations”) formulated by 

GERC. The said regulation defines complainant in Clause 1.5(C), 

which is reproduced verbatim hereunder. 

1.5(C) “Complainant” means (a) any Consumer or Consumers including their legal 
heirs or successors, having a Complaint against a Licensee and lodging the same 
either directly or through their representatives; or (b) any voluntary consumer 
association or associations, registered under the law for the time being in force and 
making the Complaints in the larger interest of the Consumers; or (c) any 
Consumer(s)/voluntary consumer association(s) where the Licensee does not register 
or fails to register the Complaint of such Consumer(s)/voluntary consumer 
association(s); or (d) any person whose electricity connection is disconnected; or (e) 
an applicant for a new connection for the supply of electricity.                                                                   
 

Appellant is neither registered consumer of the Respondent 

company nor registered voluntary consumer association. Appellant 

has appealed through her authorized representative. However, 

Appellant has not produced any evidence that confirms that Mr. 

Rakesh Rameshchandara Modi is her authorized representative. 

3.4. Respondent objects to the maintainability of this Appeal in the office 

of Ombudsman primarily on the ground of lack of jurisdiction of the 

office. CGRF, Torrent Power Limited, Surat (for the sake of brevity, 

hereinafter referred to as “Forum”) and Ombudsman are both 

statutory authorities established under Sub-section 42(5) and 42(6) 

of the Electricity Act,2003 and were established to adjudicate 

disputes between individual consumers and the Licensee with 

respect to imperfection, shortcoming or inadequacy in the quality, 

nature and manner of performance of the Licensee.  

3.5. Looking to the facts of the case it is clear that this particular 

grievance is of Civil nature for which the Civil Court has exclusive 

jurisdiction. 

3.6. Respondent has stated relevant facts of the appeal as under. 
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(1) The complaint and subsequent appeal is pertaining to two 

service connections, viz. Service No.500002239 given to one 

Chand Abdullah Manjara on 27.12.1985 at 1/4047 Behind 

Old Civil Hospital, Juna Darbar, Nanpura, Surat and Service 

No.500595142 to one Bilal Chand Kureshi on 02.06.2008 at 

1/4054B, Behind Old Civil Hospital, Juna Darbar, Nanpura, 

Surat. 

(2) Respondent had received two applications under Right to 

Information Act from the Appellant on 16.11.2018. The 

Appellant sought documents furnished for Service 

No.500002933 at relevant point in time and also requested 

consumption for last one year. Whereas for Service 

No.500595142, the Appellants requested documents 

furnished while seeking electricity, documents pertaining to 

consumption of energy. Appellant also sought the reasons for 

disconnection of said service as well as documents pertaining 

to it. Respondent noted the contents of applications and 

replied through letter dated 26.11.2018 declining information 

sought in both applications. Since as per the order dated 

13.02.2013 passed by Gujarat Information Commission in 

complaint No.609/2007-2008, Respondent company is not 

‘Public Authority’ within the meaning of Section 2(h) of the 

Right to Information Act,2005 and therefore the provisions of 

the said act are not applicable to Respondent company. Copy 

of letter dated 26.11.2018 is submitted by Respondent.  

(3) Respondent received letter from Appellant on 29.11.2018 

requesting to disconnect the electricity since she is not in 

need of electricity. Appellant has enclosed the photo copies of 

registered sale deeds of property bearing City Survey No.4047 

as well as City Survey No.4054B at Ward 01. Appellant also 

enclosed tax bills issued by Surat Municipal Corporation for 

both properties and also copy of city survey property cards. 
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Respondent company had examined the case during which it 

was also observed that while Service No.500002933 is still 

continued to be in use and its energy bills being paid 

regularly, Service No.500595142 was disconnected due to 

theft of energy. After receiving inputs, Respondent replied 

through letter dated 08.12.2018 informing that disconnection 

of service can only be initiated by a registered consumer that 

too only after filing through requisite form. But here since the 

Appellant is not a registered consumer no such request can 

be considered. Respondent further stated that he occupants 

of the premises are different, hence there seemed to be an 

internal dispute regarding the property. Respondent also 

informed that electricity is an essential service and since the 

energy bills are regularly being paid in such scenario the 

electricity cannot be disconnected. 

(4) Appellant reverted through letter dated 12.12.2018 reiterating 

the request made earlier. Appellant further stated that she 

shall bear no responsibility whatsoever for any dues pending 

in both the services. Appellant has enclosed the order issued 

by Court of 6th Additional Civil and JMFC dated 18.11.2017 

in Regular Civil Suit No.103 of 2010 as well as order issued 

by 9th Additional Senior Civil Judge and ACJM dated 

26.04.2018 in Regular Civil Suit No.104 of 2010. Upon bare 

perusal of both orders in transpires that the Appellant had 

filed cases possession and recovery of rent for both properties 

and they were heard and decided ex-parte. The plea of plaintiff 

(who is the present Appellant) was accepted and orders were 

issued for vacating respective premises within thirty days 

from the date of the issuance of respective orders. 

(5) Later on Appellant has filed a complaint before Forum on 

28.12.2018 through e-mail communication. The complaint of 

the Appellant alleged that massive fraud was committed in 
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Service No.50002933 and that the registered consumer has 

provided fake name. Appellant also alleged that oral as well 

as written representations were made by them but no actions 

were taken by Respondent. Appellant alleged that the officers 

of Respondent company are corrupt as well as dishonest. The 

complaint of Appellant was transferred to Respondent 

company for filing the reply. Respondent has filed its reply on 

03.01.2019 contending that the complainant who is already a 

decree holder should file execution applications in Civil Court 

for acquiring the possession of the suit property instead of 

pressurizing the Respondent. It was also contended that the 

complainant should also prove the charges of corruption 

against the officer of the Respondent company. It was also 

contended that the complainant is not a registered consumer, 

hence her request for removal of service cannot be considered. 

Further with reference to demand of documents it was stated 

that Respondent is out of ambit of Right to Information, hence 

no documents can be supplied. 

3.7. It is submitted that after hearing both the parties, CGRF on 

25.01.2019 has ordered in favour of Respondent company on the 

following grounds and directions: 

(1) Looking to the allegations and averments made it is evident 

that Forum has no jurisdiction to pass an appropriate order. 

(2) Complainant in order to get physical possession of the suit 

properties should take refuge of Civil Court since the matter 

is purely Civil in nature. 

(3) The service connections were released in suit property before 

initiation of cases for physical possession of suit properties, 

hence the Forum cannot decide the complaint. 

(4) The complainant is not falling under the definition envisaged 

Regulation 1.5(C) of Notification 2 of 2011. Hence Forum has 

no jurisdiction to entertain such complaint. 
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(5) As per Regulation 1.3 of Supply Code and other related 

matters regulations, Notification No.4 of 2015, the 

information pertaining to the consumer cannot be shared with 

third party. 

(6) Looking to the orders passed by Hon’ble Civil Court it 

transpires that there is dispute between owner and tenants. 

It also transpires that tenants are in occupations of suit 

property. Hence Respondent company cannot disconnect 

electricity until the complainant takes the physical possession 

of suit property.  

(7) Being aggrieved and dissatisfied with the order of CGRF, 

Appellant has field the present appeal. 

3.8. Respondent has submitted parawise reply as under. 

(1) Respondent has gone through the contents of the appeal and 

it is clear from the appeal that there is hardly any consistency 

between what was represented before the relevant department 

of the Respondent, Forum and Hon’ble Ombudsman because 

on one hand Appellant is stating in the starting portion of 

appeal memo she wants the order for cancellation of 

connections in her properties whereas in the subsequent 

paragraph she is stating that she has no problems if the 

connections are kept as it is.  

(2) It is pertinent to note from the evidences produced before the 

Respondent and Forum and by the own admission of the 

Appellant that the dispute is between Landlord that is the 

Appellant and her tenants and disputes between Landlord 

and tenants can only be adjudicated before Hon’ble Civil 

Court having territorial jurisdiction over suit properties. It is 

evident from documents produced before Respondent that 

Appellant is the owner of the suit properties and as such has 

got decrees from Hon’ble Civil Court allowing her claims, 

however at no point it is shown or brought on record that 
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decrees where executed by filing execution applications before 

Hon’ble Civil Court exercising their territorial jurisdiction and 

also there is no disclosure of any Appeal that may have been 

filed in High Court of Gujarat by the defendants in RCS/ 

103&104/2010. It is strongly emphasized that Respondent 

has been unnecessarily dragged into the internal dispute 

between the Appellant and her tenants.  

(3) Irrespective of the nature of services which the consumer 

intends to use, it should be given through requisition form 

along with the relevant and valid documents. It should be also 

noted the mere acceptance of application form dies not 

amount to completion of work. In the present dispute it is 

pertinent to note that Appellant is not a registered consumer 

and also that her tenants are in occupation of the premises. 

If Respondent removes the connection as sought by Appellant 

it will infringe right of occupants from receiving essential 

services and as such the occupants of property bearing 

Service No.50002933 are paying their energy bills timely, 

therefore there is no reason for Respondent to disconnect the 

electricity. Appellant has produced copies of intra department 

correspondences of Surat Municipal Corporation acquired by 

mode of Right to Information. Upon perusal of the record in 

transpires that the concerned officer has sought permission 

for disconnection of water supply which was subsequently 

granted and accordingly the water supply was disconnected. 

Surat Municipal Corporation may have disconnected the 

water supply, however there is no procedure upon the 

Respondent to follow the suit and disconnect the electricity.  

The electricity is an essential service and therefore extreme 

care and precautions are taken by Respondent. In fact, 

Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat through its judgement dated 

05.02.2016 in SCA 12871/2015 laid emphasis on Section 43 
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of Electricity Act, 2003 and directed restoration of electric 

supply to the Occupier. Considering the legal precedents as 

well as bare reading of Section 43, it is imperative to continue 

the supply of electricity. Hence the demand of Appellant to 

disconnect electricity cannot be acceded.  

(4) In reference to averment made regarding disconnection of 

electricity in Service No.500595124 it is admitted that said 

connection was disconnected due to theft of energy. 

Respondent has recovered the penalty amount along with 

compounding charge. Respondent is mandated to check that 

its cables and other apparatus are not tampered to pilferage 

electricity. In case it is found that illegal connections are made 

from Respondent company’s network, Respondent is well 

within in its rights to take appropriate remedy as per law.  

(5) In reference to demands of papers for Service No.500002933, 

it may be noted that Appellant is not the registered consumer 

of Respondent, hence information pertaining to Service 

No.50002933 cannot be shared with the Appellant.  

Regulation 1.3 of Supply Code and Other Related Matters 

Regulation Notification 4 of 2015 expressly prohibits Licensee 

from disclosing any information to a third party and as such 

as mentioned earlier, Respondent is outside the ambit of the 

Right to Information Act. Therefore, papers pertaining to 

Service cannot be shared or provided to Appellant.  

(6) Appellant has stated in Appeal that she has no problem if 

electricity is discontinued, if her tenants commits any illegal 

act like theft of electricity, Respondent shall remain liable to 

bear cost of damages occurred. Appellant instead of issuing 

threats should rather take legal recourse available with her 

and take possession of her property if there is an 

apprehension in her mind about the commission of any 

illegality by her tenants. 
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3.9. Respondent has prayed as under. 

(1) Appeal should be decided on the grounds of admissibility 

along with the issue of unexplained delay before delving in to 

the merits of the case.                   

(2) Respondent action is in compliance with the prevalent rules 

and regulation. 

(3) The present appeal is liable to be dismissed with cost. 

::: ORDER ::: 

4.0. I have considered the contentions of the Appellant and the 

contentions of Respondent and the facts, statistics and relevant 

papers, which are on record, and considering them in detail, my 

findings are as under.  

4.1.   The subject issue herein is related with disconnection of (1) service 

No.500002239 given to Shri Chand Abdulla Manjara on 27.12.1985 

at 1/4047, Behind old Civil Hospital, Juna Darbar, Nanpura, Surat 

and (2) Service No.500595142 given to Shri Bilal Chand Kureshi on 

02.06.2008 at 1/4054B, Behind old Civil Hospital, Juna Darbar, 

Nanpura, Surat.  

4.2. Appellant has submitted that She is an owner of said property and 

produced Assessment Notice of Surat Municipal Corporation dated 

04.08.2016 of T.No.01D-19-0761-0-001 for plot No. 1/4047 with 

kabjedar is tenant.  

Similarly, Assessment Notice dated 12.08.2016 of T.No.01D-19-

0841-0-001 of plot No.1/4054 with Kabjedar is tenant.  

Appellant has produced property card in respect of both city survey 

No.1/4047 and 1/4054B, wherein Appellant is an owner of 

premises.  

4.3 Regular Civil Suit No.104/2010 filed by Appellant for possession 

and recovery of rent for plot No.1/4054B and Regular Civil Suit 

No.103/2010 filed by Appellant for possession and recover of rent 

for plot No.1/4047, Behind old Civil Hospital, Nanpura, Surat. 

Above both suits were decided by 6th Additional Civil Judge, Surat 
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on 26.04.2018 and 18.11.2017 respectively. It was ordered to 

handover the physical possession of the said property to the 

Appellant within 30 days and to pay arrears of rent. As per para 

3.8(2), Appellant has not produced on records that decrees were 

executed by filing appeal before Civil Court. It is seen that property 

disputes are between owner and tenants, and tenants are in 

occupation of suit property.  

4.4.  The following observations made by Hon’ble Supreme Court are of 

similar in nature in regard to present grievance. 

(i) Hon’ble Supreme Court in case of Chandu Khamaru v/s 

Nayan Malik (2011) 6 Supreme 1 referring to sub-section (1) 

of Section 42 and sub-section (1) of Sec.43 of Electricity 

Act,2003 held that the provisions in the Electricity Act, 2003 

make it amply clear that a distribution licensee has a 

statutory duty to supply electricity to an owner or occupier of 

any premises located in the area of supply of electricity of the 

distribution licensee, if such owner or occupier of the 

premises applied for it, and correspondingly every owner or 

occupier of any premises has a statutory right to apply for and 

obtain such electricity supply from the distribution licensee.  

(ii) The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Chameli Singh and others Vs. 

State of U.P. and another, AIR 1996 SC 1051 held as follows: 

“7. In any organized society, right to live as a human being is 

not ensured by meeting only the animal needs of man. It is 

secured only when he is assured of all facilities to develop 

himself and is freed from restrictions which inhibit his growth. 

All human rights are designed to achieve this object. Right to 

live guaranteed in any civilized society implies the right to 

food, water, decent environment, education, medical care and 

shelter. These are basic human rights known to any civilized 

society.” 
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4.5. At this juncture, it is necessary to reproduce the relevant    portion 

of Section 42(1) and Section 43(1) of the Electricity Act,2003. 

Relevant portion of Section 42(1) and Section 43(1) of the Electricity 

Act, 2003 are extracted below: 

Section	42.	(Duties	of	distribution	licensee	and	open	access):	(1)	It	shall	be	the	
duty	of	a	distribution	licensee	to	develop	and	maintain	an	efficient,	coordinated	and	
economical	 distribution	 system	 in	 his	 area	 of	 supply	 and	 to	 supply	 electricity	 in	
accordance	with	the	provisions	contained	in	this	Act. 
Section	43.	(Duty	to	supply	on	request):	(1)	1[Save	as	otherwise	provided	in	this	
Act,	every	distribution]	 licensee,	shall,	on	an	application	by	 the	owner	or	occupier							
of	any	premises,	give	supply	of	electricity	to	such	premises,	within	one	month	after	
receipt	of	the	application	requiring	such	supply.	
  

4.6. As per argument made by Appellant in Para No.2.3, Respondent has filed 

his reply vide para No.3.8(4). 

4.7. As per para 3.1, present representation is filed beyond period of limitation 

i.e. delay by 60 days after CGRF order dated 25.03.2019, and Appellant 

has also not put up any explanation for delay filing of representation before 

Ombudsman.  

4.8. As per Clause 1.5 (c) “complainant” of Notification No.2 of 2011, present 

Appellant does not fall under definition of complainant.  

4.9. Looking to the above observations, if it is ignored the ground of filing of 

representation delay by around 60 days, the plea for disconnection of 

above services cannot be entertained as tenant is occupying the premises 

where above services are situated and dispute between owner (Appellant) 

and tenant is there to vacate the premises. Therefore, order of CGRF is 

accepted. 

4.10. I order accordingly. 

4.11. No order as to costs. 

4.12. With this order, representation/Application stands disposed of.  

 
 
 

                 (Dilip Raval) 
                       Electricity Ombudsman 

                        Gujarat State 
 
Ahmedabad. 
Date: 27.05.2019. 


